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tion of souls, the everlasting reincarnation of 1 King
creatures in new bodies of the same or different
species. In each successive life the happiness or
miser>- of the re-embodied soul is accurately adjusted
to the merit or demerit of its previous existences.
This amiable belief, which justifies so plausibly the
seeming injustices of life, the unequal distribution of
happiness between man and man. was henceforth
to be the bedrock of all Indian faiths.
In conjunction with the doctrine of metempsy-
chosis they restored the concept of a single God,
and, like the shrewd philosophers they were, an
eminently philosophic God ; indeed so sublime,
so transcendental, was their conception of divinity
that the Brahmins of India, as its first begetters, may
justly be accredited, even to-day, the forefathers of
all the theologians of the world.
This one supreme God they entitled Brahman, the
name applied in the preceding era to the sacrificial
formula. Brahman is eternal, changeless, absolute
and omnipresent; " the ocean of existence," its
beginning and its end. He is not to be sought for
in the external world amid the restless flux and
mutability of things seen, but in the secret places of
the heart, at the sentient core of life. Not to be
apprehended by the senses, he has his dwelling in
an esoteric hinterland of being, moving on his
mysterious ways in the darkness of man's sub-
conscious self. He is the " something behind every-
thing " of the mystics; less, indeed, an inward
presence than the atman, the breath of life or soul of
man, which in the Brahmin metaphysic does not
stand for the Ego—the unstable personality of the
individual, as we employ the term to-day—but for
the Self, the essential, impersonal source of all the
phenomena of consciousness.

